Looking for a commercial agent in the textile industry
Area : Northern Brussels – Gent Area

Who are we ?
The agency was founded in 2002 by Chantal Gaillard, who was a key player in the textile industry for
many years. Mélanie and Magali, her daugthers, follow in her steps and pursue her life’s work. The
agency represents fabric suppliers in Europe and Japan and works closely with well-known Belgian and
Dutch labels and stylists.

Who are you?
You are a commercial person at heart and have an interest in fashion & textile. You are eager to learn
and become a fabric expert, able to explain all types of fabrics and techniques. As textile agent, you
will present our fabric collections and assist our customers in the selection of the right fabric and the
right supplier. You will provide all technical information & conditions to our customers and you will
register and follow-up orders from sampling to production.

What profile do you have?
Your skills
You hold a bachelor's degree or equivalent
You have gained at least 3-5 years of work experience
Textile knowledge is a plus, but not mandatory
You are bilingual in Dutch and English (French is a plus)
You can work with tools of Microsoft Office (Outlook, Excel, Word)
Your personality
You are customer and result oriented
You are a team player, but can work independently and take initiatives
You are systematic and structured in your work and you are not reluctant to administrative work
You are flexible and stress resistant and know how to roll up your sleeves during temporary peaks
You don’t mind being on the road visiting customers and going to textile fairs abroad

What we offer you
-

A diversified job in the world of fashion, where you will learn everything about textile
A job in an international environment, in which you can further develop your skills
A warm and familial context in which you will be taken in as a worthy colleague
An attractive and diverse salary package

If you are interested, please send us your cv and motivation letter with your earliest starting date as
well as you salary expectations.
Contact : info@chantalgaillard.be
For more information : www.chantalgaillard.be

